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Director’s Matters
What’s the Chesapeake Region’s Secret Power Source?
By Yvonne Johnson
Can you guess? What gives Chesapeake Region it’s energy, vitality, and growth? I’ll give you some
hints. It’s organic, autonomous, and comes in a range of colors, shapes and sizes and loves nature,
history, storytelling, and people. I know you’ve guessed it now. It’s you, and all your fellow
members. It’s over 1,000 interpreters, historian, naturalists, exhibit designers, website designer,
park and museum managers, marketers, volunteers, part-time and full-time staff. Were run for
the members by the members. There are no paid staff at the regional level of NAI. Members
volunteer their time to serve on the regional board, workshop committees, serve as workshop
presenters and staff and write and produce the newsletters and articles. They contribute their
time and expertise to help grown the profession and learn from each other.
Some folks find a role and stick with it for years. Other try several different roles overtime. As a
new interpreter, not young as this is a third career for me, I attended workshops and trainings
taking in as much as I could. Years went by and a mentor encouraged me to offer a presentation.
I have to say it felt like a big step the first time I did a presentation in front of a room of my
peers. I thought, what if I’m not good enough? What if the audience is full of interpreters better
than me? My first presentation wasn’t perfect but I got positive feedback and suggestions for
improvement. Come to think of it, that describes all the presentations I’ve given. They’re never
perfect. There’s always room for growth and learning and what better way to learn where those
areas are than from a room full of fellow interpreters. They’ve been where you are. They’ve
faced the same problems and challenges you have, and they may very well have solutions and
ideas to offer you hadn’t thought of before.
Although we have a “teacher” presenting a topic in front of a room full of listeners, a workshop
is more like a think tank than a classroom. You’re the teacher at one session but the learner in
many more. Getting to know folks from places just like, or completely different than your site
adds another layer of learning and sharing. Don’t tell you bosses, but it’s also lots of fun to hang
out with peeps that share your passion and excitement about moths, historic garb, macro
invertebrates, kindergarten crafts, etc. etc. Evenings can be full of music sessions, fire pits, or
stargazing. All invaluable research activities that happen to be fun to.
Thank you for being the secret source powering the Chesapeake Region.
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“You think that becuase
you understand ‘one’ that
you must understand ‘two’
because one and one make
two. But you forget that
you must also understand
‘and’.”
Donella Meadows
Thinking in Systems: A
Primer

Art In Interpretation
by Marisa Olszewski
“The chief aim of interpretation is not instruction, but provocation.”
- Freeman Tilden’s fourth Principle of Interpretation from Interpreting Our Heritage.
“You think that because you understand ‘one’ that you must understand ‘two’ because one and
one make two. But you forget that you must also understand ‘and’.”
- Donella Meadows, Thinking in Systems: A Primer
Upon Robinson Nature Center opening to the public in September 2011, the Baltimore Sun
offered the headline, “Columbia’s nature center is a front door to suburban landscape.” While a
new and beautiful building with landscaped gardens surrounding it, naming our place as a suburban
landscape seemed like a disservice. Most of us hear the word “suburban” and immediately have
visions of cul-de-sacs of identical houses, curbs and gutters and cookie cutter shopping centers
with parking lots - not entirely the vision a nature center is striving to set. So, how then does a
nature center set in suburbia set itself apart and become an entrance, instead, to wildness – to the
forest and river, birds and insects? Certainly, our exhibits and programs support a mission of
connecting people to nature and natural resources. Local artist, Holly Highfill’s hand-painted
artwork throughout our permanent exhibit space helps to set the stage. Then add school field
trips, summer camps and public programs where we provide participants opportunities to go
outside and explore more than developed suburban landscapes. That’s a start, but arts integration
has become the key to extending our value statement to all our visitors. The inclusion of art at
Robinson Nature Center is an intentional effort to develop our character, our visual identity and
show visitors, rather than just tell them.
As in Freeman Tilden’s fourth Principle, art can provoke. From 2015 to 2019, in partnership with
Howard County Arts Council’s ARTsites program, we hosted Foon Sham’s Chapel Oak. This was
a large wooden sculpture created from 1,500 squat planks cut from an historic oak tree that had
fallen at University of Maryland’s College Park. Placed in a flat, grassy area just before the front
entrance to our building, it became an entirely different front door. Not a child went by it who did
not request to run inside and experience being in the middle of rough stacked wood. A hole left in
the top of the hollow structure allowed one, standing inside, to have a window to the sky. When
the wood in the structure became too unstable and the piece had to be dismantled, we asked
people on social media to share their pictures and experiences with the sculpture. We received an
overwhelming response of stories recounting visits to this engaging artwork and pictures, especially
continued on next page
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of children inside the structure.
Art can also be the ‘and’ Donella Meadows reminds us we need to get from ones to two. Art reminds us to think in systems. In 2017,
we launched an eco-art residency as a pilot program. We selected a former member of our staff and talented amateur artist, Sarah
Causey, for the challenge. Her ongoing project consists of painting native wildlife murals on our outdoor waste bins. These bins now
highlight the natural world around us in the midst of performing a function people do not often connect to the greater whole. How
do your choices of waste affect the pollinators in the garden? Have you considered the humble opossums and their habitat needs?
In support of that piece of our mission statement: “to connect people with nature”, Robinson Nature Center has utilized artistic
expressions as one means of connection throughout our campus, be it the long-term loan with Chapel Oak by Foon Sham or an ecoart residency program resulting in trash and recycling receptacles displayed with nature murals. At Robinson Nature Center, we are
constantly looking for ways to use art to enhance visitors’ experiences with all that we celebrate in the natural world.

Meet the Board!
James Hersick - WV Rep, Assistant Webmaster.
Hello from West Virginia!
I’m excited to pitch in and help as the Region 2 WV state rep. I’m new to this role and to interpretation, but I’m not new to telling compelling
stories. I’ve spent 20+ years as a brand strategist and designer helping organizations and ideas all over the world connect and inspire.
I’ve spent most of my life along both sides of the Potomac. My parents sparked a love for nature, adventure, and discovery. When we weren’t in
DC roaming the Zoo or Smithsonian museums, we were visiting parks all over the east coast. Today, when I’m not at my computer or leading a
design thinking workshop, I spend my time running on the AT or the C&O Canal, mountain biking, or kayaking in the local wildlife preserve or along
the Potomac. I also write about history and wine on my blog winelikeanamerican.com
My business partner–and wife–says that I’m what happens when too much curiosity collides with enthusiastic creativity. That perfectly describes my
entry into interpretive design. What started with a website evolved into a comprehensive strategy for Alabama’s Gulf State Park. For three years, my
curiosity was focused on managing, researching, writing, and designing signs and exhibits for the large trail network and new Interpretive Center and
Lodge
I fell in love with the work and when I discovered NAI near the end of the project, I happily joined. I’m looking forward to creating opportunities to
learn and grow together.
If you’re ever in WV’s Eastern panhandle, feel free to reach out.

Early morning in the Adirondacks, Wanakena, NY

A Picture is Worth 1,000 Words!
by Sammy Zambon
During a recent CIG class, Clint Mooney, gave a 10 minute presentation focused on the glimpses into the past gathered from historic
photos at his park. That inspired me to consider how we incorporate photography at our sites and to share some ideas.
I was nine when my parents gave me my first camera. It was a Kodak disk camera with a pair of snap on lens and from there it was off
to the races. I was hooked. I drew inspiration from so many different sources and I still do. I’m not a professional, but I’ve had the
fortune to see some of my photos published. Here are a few ideas for you to try out at your site.
1. Always carry a camera. I mean always. Few people know your site better than you and you never know when an opportunity
is going to pop up. This has gotten easier since most phones now have a fairly good camera built in. I also recommend
something a little more robust. A good DSLR camera with high resolution and a couple of all around lenses make a good kit.
I’m not a gear head, any of the major camera brands make solid cameras. I carry an iPhone and a Nikon D7100.
2. We are all students. Take lessons, join a photography club, or buy a book. Get out there and practice. The nice things with
digital cameras is you can delete the bad shots, but learn from them first.
3. Take pictures of the special and the mundane. Not many people take pictures of a white Honda civic in traffic. Why? Because
they are everywhere, but they may not always be. I recently spent hours combing through thousands of historic photos to find
a picture of certain type of wagon in use. Records indicate it was the civic of its time. Future generations of interpreters will
thank you.
4. Photo safaris. You know your site and there are plenty of great hobbyist photographers that are willing to trade photos for
unique access. I’ve made a program out of this and received some really beautiful photos from participants.
5. Buy a few cheap waterproof cameras and give
them to program participants. This works great
with kids. You get photos from the guest’s
perspective. Make sure everyone signs a photo
release and they know what you plan on using
the photos for. Also make sure that the
cameras have floaty straps.
6. Trail Cameras. You can’t be everywhere at
once. Set them up at water crossings, wildlife
habitat, or other places you think you might
see the secret life of your site.
continued on next page

Feeling cute. Think I’ll go raiding. Raid at Martin’s Station Event, Wilderness Road State Park

Appalachian Trail Bridge over the James River, Glasgow VA
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7. Photo guidebooks. I had a volunteer at one site create binders that had every flowering plant organized by flower color and
season of bloom. This not only helps current guests and staff, but creates a site record of what is there.
Make sure you back up and organize your photos. Photos can be used for some many different things, brochures, exhibits, signage,
social media, and decoration just to name a few. Photos give us glimpses into worlds we may not be able to experience other ways.
It’s one thing to hear about how a bridge was built it is another to see it in photos. Get out there and shoot and most of all have fun.

Thanks to our workshop sponsors:
Levels:

Hiker - $100

Paddler - $250

Mountaineer - $500

Shining Star - $750

Shining Stars

https://www.delmarvadiscoverycenter.org/

http://www.cbfieldstation.org/
https://www.hersickwebster.com/

https://izoneimaging.com/

Engaging Teens in Conservation Through Art
By Lauren Forster, Education Coordinator
We tend to approach the subjects of conservation and environmental science head-on at Jacobsburg Environmental Education Center.
As one of four such centers within the Pennsylvania Bureau of State Parks, teaching environmental science to school groups is at the
core of what our educators do. Encouraging teens to explore environmental concepts in their free time however takes creativity,
especially if you are trying to reach teens who may not consider themselves conservationists first and foremost. Creativity is exactly
what it took to get sixteen teenagers to spend ten weeknights with us over the course of five weeks. A collaborative art installation to
be specific.
The task was simple, we had a blank wall in our classroom whose current artwork had run its course. We could have commissioned
another local photographer to capture the beauty of the natural world and bring it indoors for our visitors, but we wanted to do
something that would allow more members of our community to get involved. Fortunately, we were presented with the idea of
hosting an artist in residence. The Pennsylvania Council on the Arts provides grants for such residencies and our local art museum
would serve as the administrator. The Allentown Art Museum matched us with local artist Melissa Perhamus. Melissa uses paint and
charcoal to create imaginary landscapes using the natural grains found on wood. Not only did Melissa’s chosen medium suit our center,
which is home to remnant old growth forest, she is also a coach and mother of teenagers. Just the person to instruct 13-17 year- olds
in the creation of a large collaborative artwork.
My role as environmental educator was to help the students connect with the landscape and issues that define Jacobsburg. We started
off with the importance of water quality for the animals that live in the stream that meanders through the center. We met the
invertebrates that hide on the steam bottom and tested the oxygen, pH, and temperature of their water. We looked at aerial
photographs of how the land of the center and surrounding township has changed over time under human influence. We investigated
global atmospheric CO2 data and discussed how we thought balance would be struck in the carbon cycle in our changing climate. We
looked at the growth patterns of trees and learned how foresters measure them for sale to produce products like the wood board
that we were using to create the artwork. After each of these lessons Melissa would guide the students in thinking about how they
continued on next page
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could incorporate these concepts and images into their artwork. Guiding them in exploring the yin yang concept of dualism and
balance.
It was exciting to hear their discussions with one another about what they valued and how they perceived the world around them as
they struggled to contain running paint and smudgy charcoal. The artist and I fielded questions about college and careers in both art
and science while helping them to cut perfect circles. When
it came time to decide how the entire project would be
installed on the wall they excitedly arranged and rearranged
each other’s works, stopping to explain why a certain piece
belonged next to its neighbors. The final result was a group
of teens who had bonded over a shared goal. Artists who
are also stewards, helping to connect future visitors to this
place with a wall full of color and contrast that expresses
the environmental issues of our time.

The best way to reach teens . . . is with teens!
by Jessica Greensmith and Natalie Sutton
Recent events, such as the Youth Climate Strike, have brought a long history of youth activism in the United States into the spotlight. It
is impossible to ignore the power teens can have when they choose to unite for a cause. Like many other institutions around the
country, we hope to harness that energy and give youth an opportunity to participate in our mission. But how do we reach them?
How do we convince youth that our message is worth their time?
Friends of the National Zoo offers two summer volunteer opportunities for youth ages 13 – 17: Kid’s Farm Teen Interpreters and
Summer Safari Day Camp Class Aides. Teen Interpreters learn the principles of interpretation to connect with zoo guests at the Kid’s
Farm. Class Aides learn classroom management and child development to inspire and engage campers as teacher assistants.
Since the inception of our teen interpreter program 3 years ago, we have found that the best recruiting strategy is the teens
themselves! Youth are hungry for exciting ways to fulfill their community service requirements and/or experience a potential STEM
career in conservation and science.
•

•

Teens spread the word to their friends
o

They are the experts in relating to their peers, so we encourage them to spread the word about conservation and
their experiences at the Zoo and at home.

o

Teens, just like any other audience, value seeing themselves represented in the organization.

Building a community is important
o

•

Normally we struggle with participation in volunteering at zoo events, but we had surprising success this year with our
End of Summer Celebration – a behind the scenes tour with games and snacks for teen volunteers only. Many asked
when the next one will be because they like getting to know their fellow volunteers.

Many teen volunteers return year after year until they grow too old to participate
o

Returning volunteers allow us to create a mentorship atmosphere that gives volunteers even more responsibility and
experience in a work environment.

If you would like to start or grow a similar program at your institution, we learned a few things along the way that might be helpful:
•

Communication can be a challenge
o

•

Scheduling Training
o

•

Technology changes at breakneck speed. It is difficult to keep up with the best way to communicate with youth in an
appropriate way. We communicate via email with at least one adult or parent copied on each correspondence per
the Smithsonian Protection of Minors Policy, but some teens don’t check their emails very often. We are actively
exploring better ways to communicate – so please share!

Make sure to take all school and religious holidays and important testing dates into account as well as other events
happening within your organization. Provide at least one alternate training date and consider virtual interviews to
maximize your reach.

Staff Training and Outreach
o

We love the theme of this newsletter because many adults find this age group challenging or “scary” to work with
and relate to. The reality is that teens are an untapped creative and enthusiastic (albeit sometimes silly) resource! Start
a youth advisory council! Bring in youth to serve as a focus group about how they can participate, what they want to
learn, and how the site could be useful to them. Post recruitments in schools and libraries, as well as at your site.
Provide resources for your staff to feel more comfortable working with and communicating with teens.

We are confident that you will also benefit from including this energetic audience into interpretation and volunteer programs and are
always looking to brainstorm and improve. Please share your experiences and ideas!
Jessica Greensmith
Volunteer Education Program Specialist
Class Aide Supervisor
Greensmithj@si.edu

Natalie Sutton
Volunteer Education Program Specialist
Kid’s Farm Teen Supervisor
SuttonN@si.edu

TESTIMONIALS
• …it has been such a wonderful personal growth experience for our daughter. Not only has she learned about animals that
she loves, but she also gained truly important communication skills and self-confidence — such a vital asset especially for a
teenage girl. This program is not only important for conservation but also for helping to develop young people!...
•

…My favorite part of being a class aide is meeting the other class aides and making new friends…

Beltway Chapter News
Chapter Chatter - Smithsonian Gardens
Mona Enquist-Johnston, CIT
Beltway Chapter Co-Chair
Hats off to Smithsonian Gardens’ staffers Shelley Gaskins, Erin Clark, James Gagliardi, Mike Allen
and Casey Cates who led the October 9th Beltway Chapter
session, “You Want Us to Do What?” Each shared his/her
perspective, highlighting the rigorous and complex planning and
collaboration behind the stunning and inspiring exhibition, Habitat.
We learned how the exhibition supports the Smithsonian
Gardens’ mission to Engage, Inform and Inspire.
Impressions of the tour: Meggie Nelson, CIG
Museum Assistant, Event Programmer
Sully Historic Site
When we were told to meet under the giant mushroom, I was a
little skeptical. Was this some abstract sculpture that looked
vaguely fungoid, chosen as a meeting point simply due to the
convenience of its location? Any doubts I had immediately
vanished at the start of our tour of the Smithsonian Gardens’ paninstitutional, cross-campus exhibit about habitat. We did in fact
meet under a giant mushroom (a twelve-foot tall sculpture made
from milled trees that had once grown on the site) for the start of
our mile and a half walking tour. This mushroom was just one of
many installations in the Smithsonian Gardens’ newest exhibit that
we would see. Soon enough we would see much more, including
six massive bird nests, large insect sculptures designed to serve as
insect hotels, and a tranquil pond with large dragonfly sculptures, all tucked away amidst the bustle of Washington D.C.
Weaving in existing features and consistently making use of on-site materials, this exhibition by the Smithsonian Gardens required the
cooperation of everyone to come into being. As we explored the exhibit, our guides explained the difficulties and successes in creating
something on this scale, especially the importance of theme. A
cohesive theme helped to create a sense of unity for this crosscampus exhibit. More than just serving as an entirely new
installation, the habitat exhibit also pulled in existing features such
as a nature path and gardens, highlighting the existing while
breathing in new life through the addition of interpretive signs.
Throughout our walk, our guides were more than willing to
answer questions, and near the end of our session we all sat
down for a round-table discussion about ways that we can involve
everyone we work with in exhibit design. Our session concluded
with a craft, designed as a take-home reminder of the exhibit we
saw. As I carried my little succulent coral reef with me onto the
metro, I knew I would take home far more from this experience
than just my tiny souvenir garden.

Beltway Chapter News
Chapter Chatter - Feather Mania
by Marijke Gate
"Birds are just weird dinosaurs.” This is just one of the fun facts that we learned at the "Feather Mania" Beltway Chapter training held in
November 2019 at Hidden Oaks Nature Center in Annandale and led by naturalist and artist Avery Gunther.
Billed as an opportunity to learn how to observe and draw feathers we also learned a lot about the structure, function and beauty of
these amazing extensions of bird skin. Feathers don't just help keep the birds warm and facilitate flight but can line nests, provide
shade for fishing herons and help make some of the most amazing and colorful displays seen in the natural world. Originally evolved as
a way to keep certain dinosaurs warm they eventually took on other functions, culminating in the silent feathers of owls, the incredible
tail of male Peacocks and the stunning mating rituals of Birds of Paradise.
Avery introduced us to the US Fish and Wildlife Feather Atlas online tool - https://www.fws.gov/lab/featheratlas/ - invaluable for
identifying that grey-brown feather found in the woods. Of course you took a photo of the feather rather than bringing it home
because it is illegal to keep birds' feathers, a holdover from the time when feathers were in high demand by hat makers and laws were
enacted to protect them. It is, however, legal to possess domestic fowl feathers and those of Mallard, Turkey, Grouse, Pheasant and
other game birds.
After learning how to use the Feather Atlas and studying feather structure under the microscope we spent time drawing and painting
our chosen feathers. Avery has the gift of creating an atmosphere in which even the least artistically inclined feel comfortable. Using
her own artwork and beautifully illustrated nature journals she guided us through the process of reproducing the colors and structural
intricacies of feathers. We tried writing with a goose feather quill and learned how to make ink from natural materials.
Avery also made available several books on using art in nature journaling and instructed us in the basics of making quick sketches in
the field which can be later turned into the
finished illustration. A photo can be very
helpful, especially to capture colors. Cornell
University Lab online site has a helpful feather
section and many nature calendars and birding
magazines have wonderful photographs that
can show feathers in great detail.
Drawing or painting a feather requires very
close observation of the structure and form of
the feather. The individual barbs have a slight
curve towards the edge of the feather, the
central rachis narrows and changes color from
one end to the other, the tiny barbules hook
into one another to allow the barbs to form
one solid surface. At the lower end of the
rachis on flight and tail feathers and on down
feathers the barbs may lack barbules, giving a
more fluffy surface and allowing the feathers to
form a "warm blanket" against the bird's skin.
We learnt that there are many different types
of feathers, including flight, down, contour,
plume, semiplume and bristle. Feathers are
continued on next page
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made of keratin and are lost and replaced annually during
the molt. Although individually light feathers make up
about 1/3 of the bird's body weight and their number can
vary from 1,000 on a hummingbird to 20,000 on a swan.
The reproduction of the colors is particularly difficult,
especially when there is iridescence involved. Even
Dinosaur feathers (and it sounds strange just writing that
phrase) may have come in many colors and may even
have been iridescent. Avery showed us how to achieve
iridescence in our artwork using different colored pencils
and paint and different techniques. As she says in her
handout "Don't give up. if something doesn't work try,
try again. Art is problem solving.”
This class was about so much more than learning how to
draw a feather and introduced us to the wonder of
something that we generally take for granted. That
modified reptile scale has so many functions, not only to
bring beauty to our world, but to provide the bird with
warmth, waterproofing, flotation and the ability to be silent or noisy during flight. Feathers can be a natural sun block for desert birds
and create snowshoes for Arctic Ptarmigan. Feathers are amazing.

Upcoming Events
Thanks to our workshop
sponsors:
Levels:
Hiker - $100
Paddler - $250
Mountaineer - $500
Shining Star - $750 & up

Paddlers
https://www.acornnaturalists.com/

March 17-20, 2020
Register here http://www.nairegion2.org/
NAI REGION 2:
Delaware
District of Columbia
Maryland
New Jersey
Pennsylvania
Virginia
West Virginia
We’re on the Web!
See us at:

www.taylorstudios.com

Newsletter Submission Guidelines
Each edition will be theme-based so if you have something to contribute short or long refer to the
table below for upcoming deadlines and themes. Submissions for other sections can be sent at any
time but if it fits in with a particular theme send it by that edition’s deadline otherwise it will be used
for a future edition.
Recommended lengths for submissions: 500-600 words for articles
100 words for each tip or trick
Pictures should be submitted as an attachment to your email. Other materials may be sent in the
body of your email or as an attachment.
If you have any suggestions for a theme for future newsletters, please send your suggestions or
requests. Themes can be anything related to interpretation that would be of interest to the region.
Newsletter submissions including calendar items should be sent to: ChesapeakeChat@gmail.com

www.interpnet.com/2/

National Association for
Interpretation Region 2
Chesapeake

Deadline

Theme

Winter Newsletter

January 15

Using Art in Interpretation: Art sparks Interpretation

Spring Newsletter

April 15

Integrating Active Recreation in Interp; Certification Success

Summer Newsletter

July 15

Fall Newsletter

October 15

